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Hongsheng , an outstanding ancient author ，was born into an official family. He 
had his fame when he was very young because of his gifted in literary writing, but life 
was never bright for him and he suffered a lot.  
Hongsheng  was  extremely talent and versatile and his ci pomes and qu verses 
have lasted until present day. He was especially excellent at composing ci poms and 
qu verses, but pitifully his ci has not been collected into books, only can be 
dispersedly seen in some publishing staff.  
Hongsheng’s major achievement is his works of singing words of Chinese 
ancient opera , totally  more than 40, of which only two have survived , one is  Zaju 
called  Immortal Palace, another was Chuanqi named Four Beautiful Women. 
Immortal Palace is a great work in Chinese opera history and Hongsheng has been 
remembered because of this great creation. 
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